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Abstract: Criticizing previous regimes is a popular pastime of Russian leaders. But in
denouncing the “chaos of the 1990s,” the Vladimir Putin regime has an additional purpose: to defame the idea of liberty itself. Part I of this article examines the claim that the
revolution was entirely responsible for Russia’s economic woes in the 1990s—what might
be called the errors of commission, or false attribution, which lay at the revolution’s door
the crisis mostly inherited from the decaying Soviet economy. Yet the “chaos” theme also
contains errors of omission, for, on closer inspection, there was a great deal in the 1990s
besides the alleged “chaos.” This legend is discussed in the second half of this article.
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“Like Providence in reverse, the Russian government seeks to arrange for the better not
the future, but the past.”
—Aleksandr Herzen1

I

t is very much in the Russian and, even more so, Soviet political tradition for rulers to
deprecate their predecessors. As they ascend the power ladder, the would-be Kremlin
occupants must profess complete loyalty to the current leader to succeed. Once in power,
the country’s new masters bolster their authority by dissociating themselves from previous
leaders. Along with Russia’s weak political institutions, which undermine the transitions’
legitimacy, such repudiations almost inevitably result in the personalization of power, as
the new occupants mold the political, social, and economic systems to their liking. Hence,
Russian and—and especially—Soviet history have often resembled a succession of distinct
personal political regimes—indeed, sometimes different states under the same name.
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Thus, at first blush, this Kremlin’s castigation of the 1992–99 period, which is portrayed as
an unmitigated disaster, is not unusual. It is described as a time of gratuitously and maliciously
inflicted humiliation, of “a failed state,” and, most of all, of “chaos.”2 Advanced relentlessly,
many Russian commentators (who quickly recovered their Soviet skill of line-toeing), and
some leading Western media, editorialists, and pundits, have adopted this line of argument.3
The fact that a booming economy has sprung from the alleged calamities of the preceding years,
like Athena who appeared fully armed from Zeus’s head, does not trouble the latter.4
For all its conformity to national tradition, the “chaos” propaganda campaign has several
features that do not fit the usual pattern. First, President Vladimir Putin was—and continues to be—very popular, and does not need to gain additional legitimacy at his predecessor’s expense. In the 1990s, moreover, the breadth and intensity of public criticism of the
government (in newspapers, on television, and in the parliament) were unprecedented in
Russian, let alone Soviet, history. All the many warts and boils, real and imagined, of the
Boris Yeltsin regime were exposed and lanced at the time. Indeed, many Russian pollsters
believe that much of Putin’s popularity is due to his not being the late Yeltsin: very sick,
often inebriated, and increasingly unsteady and erratic in public. Thus, harping on the very
real failures and hardships of the Yeltsin years can hardly be expected to lower the public’s
opinion of them more than it already is.
A plausible explanation is that the chaos mantra’s aim is much higher. As often happens
in Russia, the past is invoked to shape the present and the future. In this case, the denunciations of the 1990s may, the Kremlin hopes, help manage the tense transition ahead (or the
risks of Putin’s decision to rewrite the constitution and run again) and, more importantly,
establish the direction that Russia should take in the long run. No one disputes that in the
1990s, Russia was the freest it had ever been, save for the nine months between February
and November 1917. Just as undeniable is the ideology of the first postcommunist regime.
As a leading Russian political analyst stated, it was based on two “simple ideas”: that
“personal liberty is the foundation of progress of a modern state” and that “Russia has no
other way but to follow the Western model of development.”5
It is this ideology and this model that the current regime is determined to stamp with the
“chaos” cliché. If the freest Russia in history produced nothing but misery and disorder,
then liberty is, in principle, bad for it. Ergo, Putin’s protoauthoritarian “sovereign democracy” and the “vertical of power,” in which the executive controls (or owns outright) other
branches of government and key sectors of industry.
Such fateful implications make the veracity of the chaos claim worth exploring. Specifically, one needs to ascertain, first, whether economic liberalization and democratization
bear the primary responsibility for the chaos, and, second, whether there was anything but
chaos in the 1990s.
Whose Chaos?
By the mid-1980s, the Soviet Union, as the title of a fine 1990 primer on the Soviet economy
declared, was “an impoverished superpower”6—or, as the West German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt allegedly quipped in the 1970s after his visit to the Soviet Union, an “Upper Volta
with nuclear missiles.” Strategic nuclear parity with the United States, the largest military in
the world, more coal and steel than any other country, and more tanks than the rest of the
world combined had come at the cost of unimaginable sacrifice, horrific waste, and ecological
catastrophes. Millions of prison camp inmates were worked to death building cities, factories,
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and hydroelectric dams and digging for coal, diamonds, and gold. The collectivized village
was robbed to pay for the industrialization, starved, and, in the end, severely depopulated.
By the mid-1980s, the “extensive” mode of economic development—in which virtually
unlimited labor and raw materials ensured growth—was nearly exhausted. The urgency of
radical modernization and restructuring, which had been obvious since the early 1960s,
grew every year, as did the cost of such an overhaul. Yet chained to the Marxist-Leninist
orthodoxy and operating within the choking confines of the state forged by Joseph Stalin,
the Soviet leadership was unable to overhaul this bizarre system in which politics and ideology dictated the allocation of resources and set prices; in which barter, rather than money,
dominated the relations among economic actors and between them and the state; in which
there were no effective incentives to work hard and efficiently; in which the labor and raw
materials expended per unit of output exceeded those in the West by the orders of magnitude; and in which manual labor was used on a scale unseen in the West since the 1930s.
The “Self-Consuming” Economy
In what the glasnost authors labeled a “self-consuming” (samoedskaya) economy, millions
of workers were occupied and hundreds of billions of rubles were invested in the “valuesubtracting” production of low-quality products that no one could use or would buy—from
shoes and textiles (for instance, no use could be found for almost 11 million square feet
of fabrics produced in 1986–877), to the giant and very expensive Don harvesters, which
fell apart after six months, and which the large collective farms, or kolkhozes, refused to
take, even free of charge.8 By one estimate, 30 percent of all labor and raw materials were
wasted; by another, 25 percent of all labor force was “superfluous,” composed of people
paid for performing useless tasks or several workers doing jobs that could be done by one.9
Post-Soviet Russia found itself saddled with the equivalent of 39 percent of the GDP spent
on subsidizing unprofitable industrial enterprises.10
Of the six hundred thousand Soviet Union construction sites, no less than three-fourths
were dolgostroy (“long to build”), meaning they took years, sometimes decades, to complete because of materials and labor shortages. Yet each year, thousands more buildings
were started, despite the fact that the unfinished construction was already three times
greater than could be supplied with necessary building materials.11 In addition, every year
hundreds of thousands of doctors, engineers, nuclear physicists, and university professors
were sent to the countryside to harvest potatoes, yet up to one-third of the grain and potato
yields were left rotting in the fields or lost on the way to silos and depots. Most kolkhozes
lost money, and by 1987 they cost the state treasury 140 billion rubles (roughly 17 percent
of GDP) in accumulated debt.12 Mammoth irrigation projects annually drowned millions
of acres of fertile land and brought ecological disasters to rivers and seas.13
Oil for Food
The rate of GDP growth, of which all this useless “production” was a large part, had
fallen steadily since the late 1970s. The quality of virtually everything the Soviet Union
produced, with the exception of advanced military and aerospace hardware, was lagging
further behind the West. Gorbachev’s first prime minister, Nikolai Ryzhkov, was stunned
to learn that the country imported “everything from grain and pantyhose to industrial
machinery and equipment” and “half of the chemical industry worked on imported equipment, eighty percent of light industry and food production.”14
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Agriculture never recovered from the trauma of Stalin’s murderous “collectivization,”
which, for all intents and purposes, turned the peasants into state serfs. In possession of the
largest areas of the fecund “black earth” humus, Russia—which before 1917 was one of the
world’s leading exporters of grain—could no longer feed itself, and every year imported
tens of millions of tons of grain, from which every third loaf of bread was baked.15
Following the sharp rise in the price of oil in the early 1970s, the Soviet Union could, in
effect, barter its energy resources for modern technology, food, and consumer goods.16 Yet
between 1985 and 1986, the average price of a barrel of oil in the world markets was down
from $40 to under $20 (in 2000 prices), and continued to decline throughout the 1990s,
bottoming out at $13.60 in 1998 and beginning to rise only in 1999 at $18.40 a barrel.17
The Unraveling of Daily Lives
In 1990, the Soviet Union ranked seventy-seventh in the world in terms of personal consumption.18 People stood in lines for hours to buy milk or eggs. In most cities, meat was
sold twice a year, before Russia’s main official holidays on May 1 and November 7. In
many regions, ration coupons were used to purchase 900 grams (fewer than two pounds) of
vile sausage per person per month, as in the city of Kirov in northwest Russia.19 Butter was
rationed at 400 grams (less than a pound) per month.20 Outside Moscow and Leningrad,
children grew up without ever seeing a steak, a piece of unprocessed cheese, an orange,
or a banana. By the summer of 1989, of 211 “essential food products,” only twenty-three
were regularly found in stores.21
By 1988, the ubiquitous lines grew longer, and there were fewer things to buy.22 In the
ancient Russian city of Kostroma, to purchase children’s soap in a department store, a parent
had to show a stamp in his or her internal passport to prove that he or she had children under
three years old.23 In the summer of 1989, a reader wrote to the popular Ogonyok magazine
about his ration coupons, which allotted two packages of detergent, one bar of household
soap, and one bar of bath soap for three months.24 When the miners of the Kuzbass Coal
Basin in southwest Siberia went on strike that same summer, in addition to towels, they
demanded 800 grams of soap for postshift washing.25 Reporting from Kuzbass, a Soviet
journalist concluded, “There is no canned meat, no soap, no money—and none is coming
any time soon. What to do? Only one thing: to replace poverty and despair with hope.”26
Poverty
In 1988, 43 million people’s, or 17 percent of the Soviet population, incomes were only five
rubles above the official poverty level of seventy-five rubles a month ($7.50 on the black market).27 One-third of the Soviet Union’s urban pensioners and eight out of ten villages received
sixty rubles or fewer per month.28 Altogether, 80 million people (nearly one-third of the total)
earned fewer than 100 rubles a month and, commented a Soviet newspaper, “hardly made
ends meet.”29 According to the Federal State Statistics Service, in 1992, Russia inherited 49
million people from the Soviet Union, or 34 percent of the total, whose income was below
the official “minimal subsistence” level.30 By 1995 the number decreased to 25 percent.31
Education and Health Care
The chairman of the State Committee on Education reported that half of the schools in
the Soviet Union lacked central heating, running water, or indoor toilets.32 Every sixth
hospital bed (571,000 altogether) was in a facility without running water;33 19 percent
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of Soviet hospitals lacked central heating; 45 percent lacked indoor toilets and showers;
and 49 percent lacked hot water.34 There were shortages of the most elementary medical
paraphernalia, including aspirin, rubbing alcohol, scalpels, surgical gloves, thread for
sutures, and gauze. Disposable syringes were a rarity. In early 1989, 3 billion were needed
and only 50 million available.35 The first reported outbreak of AIDS in the Soviet Union
occurred in the spring of 1989 in the children’s hospitals in Elista and Volgograd, in the
Russian southeast, because injection needles were reused.36 Infant mortality was higher
than in Barbados, Mauritius, and the United Arab Emirates.37
Housing
One-hundred million Soviets (more
“Agriculture never recovered from the
than one in three) lived in a space
smaller than allowed by the meager trauma of Stalin’s murderous
Soviet “health standards” of nine square ‘collectivization,’ which, for all intents
meters (fewer than 100 square feet) and purposes, turned the peasants into
per person.38 In Moscow, almost four state serfs.”
hundred thousand families were on
the waiting lists for an apartment that
would meet this standard; in Leningrad,
almost three hundred thousand.39 It was
common for an entire family, often
consisting of three generations, to live
in one room in a communal apartment,
sharing a bathroom and kitchen with several other families. Fifteen percent of the population
did not have its own living space, living “in hostels, huddling in huts and half-basements,”
or renting a room.40 Families waited for a telephone for years, often decades, and only one
Russian family in five possesed a phone.41 There were fewer miles of paved roads in the
entire Soviet Union than in the state of Ohio.42
A Moral Crisis and Alcoholism
Russia was sinking into hopelessness and cynicism. Corruption and theft of government
property were rampant; abortions and alcoholism were reaching unprecedented levels.43
“The country was drinking itself into the ground,” Ryzhkov wrote. “[People] drank everywhere. Before work. After work. In obkoms [regional party committees] and in raykoms
[district party committees]. At construction sites and on the shop floor.”44 The production
of vodka doubled between 1958 and 198445 (after oil, vodka was the single largest source
of government revenue, accounting for 12 to 13 percent of the state’s income46). In 1987,
15 million drunks a year were arrested, and premature deaths from alcohol accounted for
one-fifth of all deaths.47 Between 1964 and 1980, the male life expectancy decreased from
sixty-seven years to sixty-two.48
From Crisis to Free Fall: 1990–91
By 1990, Mikhail Gorbachev’s liberalization undermined the twin pillars of the Soviet
economy: police control and the power of the Communist Party. For sixty years both
institutions held together the bizarre system and forced it to work through a combination
of fear and the promise of nomenklatura benefits. Yet unlike its former Warsaw Pact allies,
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the reformist government was incapable of breaking the ideological taboos and introducing
radical reforms.
Instead, the appallingly ignorant economic policy, begun in 1987, permitted state
enterprises to set salaries for their workers and prices for their products, while the state
continued to provide them with resources and subsidize them. The managers, naturally,
raised both salaries and prices. In addition, the bills for the decades of penury and neglect
of the poor, the invalids, and the elderly, among others, suddenly came due as the newly
elected deputies to the all-Union, republican, and local assemblies began demanding
improvements for their constituents. The government responded in the only way it could:
by printing more money for increased welfare benefits and pensions.49
The money supply exploded, creating trillions of worthless rubles, with which there
was nothing to buy, and unleashing inflation, which turned people’s savings into worthless paper. (At the time, the Moscow wits were offering to exchange a pound of rubles for
a pound of sterling.) Along the way, the government incurred an enormous and growing
budget deficit that saddled it with a huge foreign debt.
As early as the fall of 1989, leading Russian economic writers warned that financial
autonomy combined with the preservation of planning and state funding would destroy
whatever was left of the distribution system and bury it in the avalanche of worthless
rubles.50 The government continued the suicidal partial reforms, however, which at the
time were aptly likened in Moscow to traffic rules, under which half the cars drive on the
right and the other half on the left. “Analyzing the situation, we reach this conclusion: the
collapse of the economy has happened not because we began the restructuring but because
of the delay in reforms,” Vasiliy Selyunin, perhaps the finest economic essayist of the
glasnost era, wrote in the fall of 1989.51
The Forced Choices
With every passing day, rescuing the economy from a complete disintegration involved
harder and more painful choices. Soon there were no good options. “Life is relentlessly
pushing us toward hard alternatives,” Selyunin noted. “The first alternative is [controlled]
stable prices—and empty shelves of the stores. The second, growing prices—and goods
aplenty. The third, stable prices and goods—but only with ration coupons.”52
In the end, concluded Selyunin, only a market model could produce a well-balanced
economy in which real money could buy real goods—and there would be plenty of them,
with no shortages. To stop the economic hemorrhaging, Russia would have to abandon an
economy whose hundreds and thousands of “planned” projects were “squeezing the last
juices” out of the country. “Let me say this again,” Selyunin continued, “[t]his would be
a very hard decision as tens of millions of people might be deprived of their salaries for
a limited time. Yet only in this case, money, rather than goods, would be in short supply,
which is the necessary condition of recovering finances.”53
Selyunin could have added that the single most egregious “juice squeezer” was the Soviet
military-industrial complex, consuming, at the very least, between 25 to 28 percent of GDP.54
(Then–foreign minister Yevgeny Primakov noted in 1998 that as much as 70 percent of the
Soviet GDP was spent “on defense and defense-related projects.”55) Yet, a drastic reduction
of defense spending, a measure without which a country could not claw its way out of the
crisis, would jeopardize the livelihood of between 10 to 12 million workers56—or, counting
family members, at least 30–36 million in a country of 150 million. Millions more would
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suffer in the defense industry’s “company towns,” where the parent plants maintained virtually all social services, including housing, utilities, schools, hospitals, and kindergartens.
Wartime Shortages
By 1991, shortages began to reach levels unknown since the end of World War II. Rationing was introduced for every major staple, even in Moscow. There were bread lines and
tobacco riots. In April, butter was reported to have been found in state stores by just 8
percent of the respondents in a national survey; eggs by 17 percent; milk by 23 percent;
and flour and groats by 6 percent.57 Nearly half said they “saw nothing in stores.”58
At about the same time, Gorbachev’s top aide, Anatoly Chernyaev, wrote in a diary,
“We are short of 6 million tons of bread . . . in Moscow and other cities’ bread lines are
now equal in length to the lines for sausage two years ago. We have tried to scrape around
for hard currency and credits. But we are no longer financially viable. . . . I have driven
all around Moscow [searching for bread]. All bakeries are either locked or there is a horrifying, absolute emptiness inside.”59
In a September 1991 report to the country’s leadership, the KGB stated that 30 percent
of the population had trouble buying sugar, butter, or any meat products with ration coupons.60 The same report established 250 grams of bread (about half a pound) a day as the
allotment norm.61
No one who visited Moscow that fall will forget the bare shelves of stores and the sacks
of potatoes on the balconies as it was preparing for a famine. By that time, the budget
deficit reached an equivalent of 30 percent of GDP, and inflation—most of it hidden by the
still-controlled prices on most goods—was 138 percent.62 In October, the Vneshekonombank, which handled foreign trade, announced that it could no longer service foreign debt
and would default on domestic hard currency accounts. For what must have been a very
rare, if not unique, case in Russian history, the country had neither bread nor gold.63
Two years before, Selyunin warned:
I don’t discount the possibility that the time that was given us for a managed process of change
has already run out. Even if I am wrong, the time still left must be counted not by years, but
by months, as the economy is falling apart right before our eyes. . . . Having lost the time, we
will still start a radical restructuring, [as] we simply have no other chance to save ourselves,
but then we will be forced to restructure under the conditions of economic chaos.64

This grim prophecy was to be borne out.
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